Bollywood Music Signature Bollywood music production is something that must be mastered if one wishes to make a
musical career in India. Indian films are marked by an authentic musical colour that draws heavily
from sounds and cultural connotations that are local to the country. Understanding the beats and
tonality that give Indian music their unique identity is the first step towards developing an expertise
in them.
Our music production course specializing in Bollywood music, allows students to develop a broad
understanding of the Indian groove and rhythm. Through categorical sessions that take students on
an upward journey, the course enables an individual to extensively understand the crux of
Bollywood music and progress towards having a perfect grasp on it. By incorporating the steps of
recording, editing, and mixing and mastering in each production lesson, the course lets students take
a practical, hands-on approach towards learning and these techniques are entirely different and
based on indian Bollywood music making style. The mentor has experienced of more than 2 decades
in bollywood.
While we know that sound knowledge of production tools forms the foundation of making music,
what distinguishes us is the training we impart in the inventive use of these tools to create timeless
tunes and classics. We help students in recognizing the details that make a song truly memorable
and teach them techniques to incorporate this wisdom and insight into their own creation.
4 Line Intro
This comprehensive music production course, specializing in Bollywood Music, is designed to help
enthusiasts develop a deeper understanding of the Indian music ecosystem. Right from learning to
creatively use production tools, to affirming their knowledge of music in general and Bollywood in
specific, the course is the perfect guide for anyone who wishes to plant their feet firm in the music
industry of India.

